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DECENTRALIZED CONTROL
OF A CABLE-STAYED BEAM STRUCTURE

1. Introduction

Active control of civil engineering structures, like tall

buildings or long bridges is an important area of ongoing

research.

A system of sensors, control units, and actuators is

mounted on the structure in order to enhance its stability

in the presence of external disturbances such as wind and

seismic loads.

The structures are continuous or distributed parameter

system which are described by partial differential

equations. An exact solution to the problem of controlling a

distributed system exists (1).

The dynamic response of such structures can in general be

expressed in terms of modal functions and modal coordinates.

Also, the response of a structure due to an external

disturbance is often dominated by those system modes that

are characterized by the lowest natural frequencies. Many

control strategies are therefore formulated in the modal

space and use linear and nonlinear feedback control, optimal

control, and pole placement control strategies (2-13). One

problem in this context is the estimation of the modal

coordinates by means of a finite number of sensors leading

to observation spillover. More problems arise if the control

couples the modes of the system (8). The method of

independent modal-space control (IMSC), which can be

approximated by means of discrete sensors and actuators (9),

preserves the independence of the individual modes and the

modal control forces are calculated by means of optimal

control using a quadratic performance index. In (10) the
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IMSC is used to control the flutter of suspension bridges.

When only a finite number of modes is considered the problem

of control spillover into the uncontrolled modes (11) has to

be considered. In other works, Balas studies the control of

distributed systems by means of finite-dimensional

controllers (12,13).

Another approach to control complex systems is

decentralized control. There a system is regarded as a set

of interconnected subsystems and each subsystem is

controlled independently. Chen (14,15) developed a

decentralized robust control strategy for uncertain complex

systems. However control of all the subsystems is assumed.

See (16) for an extensive treatise of decentralized control.

One specific area of application of active control of

civil engineering structures are cable-stayed bridges (17).

In (2,3) the feasibility of active tendon control to

increase the flutter speed of a cable-stayed bridge is

investigated. An active robust control scheme is used in (4)

to suppress the vertical bridge vibration due to a seismic

loading. An experimental study on active tendon control of

cable-stayed bridges is conducted in (18). A simple cable-

supported cantilever beam is used as a model and velocity

feedback is used to suppress the beam vibration. The

actuator and sensor are not collocated.

In this thesis the active reduction of the vertical

vibration of a cable-stayed beam structure due to an

external excitation using a decentralized control strategy

is studied. The chosen structure represents the left-end

girder of a typical cable-stayed bridge. It is supported by

two stay cables. Actuators and sensors are attached at the

anchorages of the stay cables. The actuators are able to

change the length of the stay cables and in this way apply

forces on the beam deck. The sensors measure the dynamic
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response of the structure and their signals are use for

feedback.

In chapter 2 a finite-dimensional model of the cable-

stayed beam structure that lends itself to the application

of decentralized control is introduced. The model is

compared to the commonly used Euler-Bernoulli beam model and

it is shown by means of a computer simulation that it gives

a valid approximation of the dynamic response of the

structure to an external disturbance.

In chapter 3 a decentralized control strategy that

increases the stability of the beam structure against

external disturbances is proposed. The stabilizing effect of

the control is shown by calculation of the closed-loop

eigenvalues of the system. The performance of the control

strategy and also the effect of perturbations of the model

are demonstrated by means of computer simulations. An

outline for a theoretical proof of stability is also given.

Finally, the theory of optimal control is applied to the

beam model. It is demonstrated how the decentralized control

strategy can be interpreted in terms of optimal control of

the subsystems of the model. The decentralized result is

compared to a global optimal control strategy.

The last chapter summarizes and discusses the results of

this work. It also points out some of the limitations of the

chosen model and areas for future research.
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2. The Beam Model

In this chapter, a finite-dimensional lumped-mass model

of a beam structure is developed and compared to the

commonly used Euler-Bernoulli beam model.

2.1 Model Derivation

Consider the following model of a cable-stayed beam,

where the beam has length L, modulus of elasticity E, moment

of inertia I, and mass per unit length m. The right end of

the beam is fixed, whereas the left end is simply supported.

Figure 2.1 : Cable-stayed beam structure
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The beam is supported by two uniform cables that are

attached at one third of the beam length from each beam end.

The vertical motion y(x,t) of the beam is governed by a

partial differential equation whose solution requires the

knowledge of an infinite number of natural frequencies and

mode shapes. Even if a finite number of modes is used to

approximate the response of the system to an external load,

the necessary calculations are relatively complicated.

In order to obtain a finite-dimensional model, the beam

is divided into six equal sections. The masses of the

sections are concentrated into lumps that are located at the

section borders. The concentrated masses ml, equal one sixth'

of the total beam mass mB=mL. The distance d between the

lumped masses is one sixth of the beam length L and the

connecting beam is ideal and massless.

mL

Y

Fa(t) Fc4(t)r. /..

Yi

mL mL //////

L

Figure 2.2 : Lumped-mass model of a cable-stayed beam

1 One sixth of the beam mass is lumped into the beam supports and no
longer contributes to the beam motion.
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The vertical motion of the beam at these five locations

can now be approximated by the displacements of the lumped

masses 171, 172, Y3, y4 and y5, which are taken positive

downward.

The number of lumped masses for this model was chosen in

such a way, that the lumped masses are evenly spaced

(uniform beam) along the beam and the lumped mass locations

include the anchor points of the stay cables and the midspan

point.

The same technique can also be applied to obtain models

with a higher number of lumped masses, thus increasing the

overall accuracy of the results compared to an Euler-

Bernoulli beam approach. It is important, however, that the

cable locations coincide with a lumped mass in order to

include their effect in the equations of motion.

2.2 Equations of Motion

The equations of motion describe the dynamic behavior of

the lumped masses. In order to obtain them, a relationship

between forces applied at the lumped mass locations and the

resulting beam displacements at these points is derived

using superposition of static deflections. The forces on the

connecting beam are reaction forces due to weight and motion

of the lumped masses. They are given by Newton's second law.

The combination of these results yields the equations of

motion.

The static deflection y(x) of an ideal beam that is

simply supported at one end and fixed at the other end when

a vertical point static force F is applied at xl is given by

(19) :



y(x) =
1

6 EI
W(x' 3L2 x ) + 3F(L x1)2 x] 0 x

7

1
y(x) = [W(x3 3L2 x) + F[3(L xi.)2x (x x1)3] x1 5_ x L

6 EI

where

1

2 L3

(3(L xi.)2L (L x1)3

Using the above relationship, the beam displacement at

the location of the j-th lump when a unit force is applied

at the location of the i-th lump is obtained to be:

L3 [18(6 i)2 (6 i)3)(j3 3 62
j)-1

J

, j
2 67 EI L+ 64(6 i)2

17j(i)

L3 [(18(6 i)2 (6 i)3)(j3 3

2 63(j i)3

62 J)1
, j=

2 67 EI L+ 64(6 i)2
j

For example, the deflection of the beam at the location

of the fourth lump when a unit force is applied a the

location of the second lump is:

L3
y4(2) - 2944

2 67 EI

Using superposition, the deflection of the beam at the

location of the j-th lump when forces are applied at the

lump locations is:
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where
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y; = t yi(i) Fi
±=1

y = rF , (2.1)

Y = [Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 IT

F = [F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 r

are the deflections and the forces at the lumped masses. The

flexibility matrix F is found to be

[2375 3232 2781

L3
13232 5120 4752

r 2781 4752 5103
2'67 'El:11664 2944 3456

L523 944 1161

1664 5231
2944 944
3456 1161
2816 1072
1072 575j

By applying Newton's second law to the lumped masses one

obtains

Fi = mLg mji i = 1,...,5. (2.2)

Substituting (2.2) into (2.1) yields the equations of

motion

MS./ + Ky = Fs , (2.3)

where
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1000 01
0 1 0 0 0

M = mL 0 0 1 0 0 = mLI
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

K r-i

Fs = mLg[1 1 1 1 11T

are the mass-matrix, the stiffness-matrix, and the vector of

gravitational forces, respectively.

The above equation can be modified to take into account

the effect of an additional disturbance at the simply

supported end and the forces due to the stay cables.

The external disturbance aQ considered here is a vertical

random acceleration like that of an earthquake. It is

applied at the left end of the beam (see Figures 2.1 and

2.2) and is included in the equations of motion using the

following influence function (19):

1
Y(X) =

212
[X- 3L2 X + 212

J
,

which is the static deflection curve of a cantilever beam

for a unit displacement of the free end.

This adds the following term to the right side of the

equations of motion:

Q 2
=

mL

3

[ 325 224 135 64 17 ] a
. 6

The forces due to the stay cables are (2):

(2.4)
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r
FC2(t)

E2A2
Ly2(t) sin 1.12(t)] Sin 02

L2

(2.5)

r

Fc4(t)

E4A4
1.y4(t) sin 04 u4(t)] sin 04 ,

L4

where Ei, Ai, and Li (i=2,4) are, respectively, the moduli of

elasticity, the cross-sectional areas, and the lengths of

the stay cables. u2(t) and u4(t) are the actuator

displacements (i.e., the change in length of the cables).

Oi (i=2,4) are the angles between the stay cables and the

beam2 . The cable forces consist of one term due to the

cable stiffness and another term due to the control

activity.

Define

and

DICi
E.A.

1= sin , i = 2

EiAi
Ii = sin ei , i = 2 , 4

li

When the external disturbance (2.4) and the cable

characteristics (2.5) are included in the original equations

of motion (2.3), one gets

Mji + = Fs + Fc + FQ , (2.6)

where

2 The indices have been chosen to match the number of the lumped masses,
where the cables are attached to.
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K22 = K22 + AK2

KI4 = K44 + AK4

c
= {0 I2u2(t) 0 I4u4(t) Or

The displacement y can be represented as the sum of the

equilibrium displacement,

equilibrium, z:

yo, and the deviation from

Y Yo

Without external disturbance and control and by setting

the time derivatives to zero, the equations of motion (2.6)

reduce to:

K*yo = Fs (2.65)

Subtracting (2.65) from (2.6) yields the governing

equation for z:

MZ + K*z = Fc + FQ , (2.7)

2.3 Modal Decomposition

The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the system are

obtained by assuming normal mode motion

z(t) = Z cos (cot + (2.8)

for the homogeneous equations of motion
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M2 + = 0 (2.9)

Substitution of (2.8) into (2.9) yields:

[OM + Ki'ecos(wt + = 0

For this relationship to be valid for all times t the

standard eigenvalue relationship

M-11VZ = XZ , X = w2 (2.10)

has to hold. The solution is the five eigenvalues X and the

corresponding eigenvectors Z1. The natural frequencies are:

cal = +1M7 , i = 1,...,5

The equations of motion (2.7) can be decoupled using the

modal-transformation matrix to that contains the eigen-

vectors of the system as columns:

[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5}

The coordinate transformation

z = (roz* (2.11)

and premultiplication

equations of motion

by cbT result in the decoupled

AM2* + AKzt = Fsc + FQ" , (2.12)



where

o o o 01
0 1 0 0 0

Am = oTmo
mi0 0 10 0 =
0 0 0 101
0 0 0 0 1 j

[k1 0 0 0 0

0 k2 0 0 0

AK = CDTK*0 = 0 0 k3 0 0

0 0 0 kg 0

0 0 0 0 k5

F; = dirFc

13

The motion of the lumped masses z(t) can now be described

in terms of the modal coordinates z*(t) (2.11) which are the

solutions to a set of five ordinary second order linear

differential equations for the given control forces and

external disturbance (2.12). The modal coordinates represent

the contributions of the five modes of the system to the

dynamic response:

Z = Z1 Zi + Z2 Z2 + Z3 Z;' -I- Z4 Z4 + Z5 Z;

2.4 Comparison of Beam Models

To get an idea of how well the lumped-mass model (without

the effect of the stay cables) describes the motion of a

beam, it makes sense to compare its natural frequencies and

mode shapes to those obtained using an Euler-Bernoulli beam.
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The free transverse vibration of an undamped Euler-

Bernoulli beam that is simply supported at one end and fixed

at the other end is described by the partial differential

equation (20):

a4y azy

EI + m
Dx4

subject to the boundary conditions

y(0, t) = 0 , y'10, t) = 0

y(L, t) = 0 , y'(L, t) = 0

As before, the displacement can be represented by the sum

of the equilibrium displacement, Yo(x), and the deviation

from equilibrium, z(x,t):

y(x,t) = yo(x) + z(x,t)

The natural frequencies co, i=1,2,..., are found from the

solutions of the following frequency equation (the deriva-

tion of that equation, the natural frequencies, and the mode

shapes is given in the Appendix):

sin riL cos tanhTiL = 0 (2.13)

Numerical evaluation of (2.13) yields the following first

five solutions:

1111, = 3.9266

12L = 7.0686

131, = 10.2102

T14L = 13.3518
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15L = 16.4934

Approximate solutions to (2.13) are

0.78544+ i.n , i=1,2,3...

The natural

The mode shapes

= Hi[sin

where the Hi's

In order to

frequencies of

eigenvalue relationship

frequencies are then defined by

(2.14)

I , i = 1, 2 , . . . (2 .15)

for the natural

the standard

in the following,

EI
Wl = (iiL)2 , i = 1,2,...

mL4

are given by

sin
11ix sinh fix

sinh TiiL

are arbitrary constants.

get a comparable expression

the lumped-mass model,

(2.10) is solved

modified3 form:

2375 3232 2781 1664 523

3232 5120 4752 2944 944

2.68 . 2781 4752 5103 3456 1161 Z = gz

1664 2944 3456 2816 1072

523 944 1161 1072 575

where

3The original stiffness matrix (2.3) without the effect of the bridge
cables is used and the parameters E, I, m, and L remain explicitly in



mL4

11,

2

EI 6)

One obtains the eigenvalues

111 = 0.02376 104

[t2 = 0.24851 104

113 = 1.05725 104

1.L4 = 2.83373 104

115 = 5.13801 104

and the mode shapes (rounded to the 2nd digit)

F-0361 1-0.531 F-0.571
-0.59 0.40 0.15

z
1

-0.59
1-0-40

z
2

= -0.23
-0.621

Z3 = 0.53
1-0.301

L-01.4j L-035] L-0.53]

16

(2.16)

1- 0.45 1 1- 0.23

-0.54 -0.42
z = 0.20 z = 0.53

0.30 1-0.531
L-0.61 j L 0.46 j

Using (2.14) and (2.16) the natural frequencies of the

Euler-Bernoulli beam model and the lumped-mass model can be

compared directly (Table 2.1). It is seen that the natural

frequencies of the lumped-mass model are all lower than

those of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model. The relative error

increases toward higher modes with a maximum error for the

fifth natural frequency of approximately -20 percent. There

the approximation of the beam by the lumped masses reaches

its limitations. The relatively high error in the fifth mode

can be tolerated, since the system response is dominated by

the lower modes. This will be demonstrated in the next

section of this chapter.
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Euler-Bernoulli beam

wi

Lumped-mass model

wi Error

i EI in %

mJ mfl

1 15.4182 15.4157 -0.01

2 49.9649 49.8512 -0.22

3 104.2477 102.8229 -1.38

4 178.2697 168.3368 -5.90

5 272.0310 226.6717 -20.01

Table 2.1: Comparison of Natural Frequencies

A comparison of the mode shapes is shown in Figure 2.3.

The mode shapes of the Euler-Bernoulli beam (2.15) are

plotted with Hi=1 and the values of the mode shape vectors

of the lumped-mass model are plotted at the respective

location of the lumped masses4 . The result is quite good,

as the values of the mode shape vectors are almost identical

to the values of the mode shapes of the Euler-Bernoulli beam

at the location of the lumped masses.

4The mode shape vectors were rescaled for comparison.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of mode shapes

In conclusion, the natural frequencies and mode shapes of

the introduced lumped-mass model compare very well to the

first five natural frequencies and mode shapes of the Euler-

Bernoulli beam model. Therefore the lumped-mass model can be

used to simulate the response of the beam, due to an

external disturbance.
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2.5 Response of the Uncontrolled Beam to an External
Disturbance

Here the responses of both the lumped-mass model and the

Euler-Bernoulli beam model to an external disturbance are

obtained to, once again, demonstrate the close correspon-

dence of the two models and as a comparison for the response

of the controlled structure later on.

The following parameters were used:

modulus of elasticity of beam (steel) E = 2.07.1011 N/m2

moment of inertia I = 0.54 m4

mass per unit length m = 3.642.103 kg/m

length of beam L = 70 m

modulus of elasticity of cables

cross-section of cables

length of left cable

length of right cable

angle between deck and left cable

angle between deck and right cable

E2,4 = 1 . 655'1011 N/M2

A2,4 = 3.526.10-3 m2

L2 = 84.13 m

L4 = 73.79 m

02 = 0.9828 rad

04 = 1.2490 rad

These parameters approximately represent a left-end girder

of a typical cable-stayed bridge (21).

Consequently,

10.6953
0.6693

K* = 0.2926
1-0.0788
L0.0225

mL= 42,490.00 kg

0.6693 0.2926 0.0788 102251
0.9940 0.7481 0.3151 - 0.0900 N
0.7481 1.0104 - 0.7594 0.3376 -109--
0.3151 0.7594 1.0420 - 0.8381 m
0.0900 0.3376 0.8381 L3255]
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12 = 5.7714 10'
m

14 = 7.5027 106 N
m

3.1966

2.2032

FQ = 1.3278 104 kg aQ

0.6295

0.1672

The external disturbance used here is the El Centro

earthquake record (El Centro, May 18, 1940, SOOE: amax=3.4

m/s2) scaled by a factor of five in order to dramatize the

effect. The accelerogram is shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Earthquake accelerogram
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Figure 2.5: Periodogram of earthquake acceleration

The periodogram of the earthquake acceleration is shown

in Figure 2.5. Clearly, most of the earthquake's energy is

concentrated around the low end of the frequency spectrum.

Since the first natural frequency of the beam structure is

approximately 6 Hz one can conclude that the dynamic

response of the structure to an external disturbance of this

kind will be dominated by the lower modes.

The simulations are performed using MATLABT". The sampling

frequency of the earthquake data is 50 Hz. The acceleration

is assumed to be constant between samples. For the Euler-

Bernoulli beam, the beam motion is approximated by using the

first ten modes and then integrating the resulting set of

coupled second order linear differential equations using a

4th and 5th order Runge-Kutta algorithm with a tolerance of

le-6. The solution of the lumped-mass model is obtained by

integrating the equations of motion (2.7) using the same

algorithm.

The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 2.6.

As it was expected, the results are in good agreement.
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Figure 2.6: Uncontrolled midspan displacement

Figure 2.7 shows the periodogram of the midspan

displacement of the uncontrolled beam structure. As it was

expected the lower modes dominate the system response.

In the following chapter control of the system in a

decentralized fashion is investigated.
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Figure 2.7: Periodogram of uncontrolled midspan displacement
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3. The Control Strategy

In this chapter a decentralized control strategy is

proposed to enhance the stability of the beam structure.

Stability of the controlled system is shown by calculation

of the closed loop eigenvalues. An outline of a theoretical

proof of stability is also given. The performance of the

control is demonstrated through computer simulations.

3.1 Decentralized Control

Decentralized control emerged from the trend to control

systems of increasing complexity. The fundamental

characteristics of complex systems are dimensionality,

uncertainty, and information structure constraints (16). In

general a decentralized control approach has the following

characteristics:

1) A complex system is decomposed into a number of

interconnected subsystems. This decomposition may be a

natural result of the physical properties of the system

itself. In this case, the subsystems are simply the

components that make up the overall system. On the other

hand, the decomposition can be mathematical in nature, where

the resulting subsystems have no physical meaning.

2) Instead of using a centralized control approach, where

global system information is used to compute the control

signals for all the actuators, the subsystems are controlled

independently. The resulting controllers use local

information to compute the control signals that drive local

actuators. Therefore, decentralized control results in
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lower-dimensional controllers that are easier to implement,

and can be used to address information structure constraints

or reduce the amount of information that needs to be

transmitted.

A common approach is to stabilize each subsystem

independently and then show that this stabilizes the overall

system.

3.2 Decomposition of the Model

The lumped masses of the model introduced in the previous

chapter can be interpreted as five interconnected sub-

systems. The control forces are applied to two of those

subsystems through the actuators that are attached to the

ends of the cables at the anchor points.

Define the state variables

S = [Zi , i=1,2,3,4,5 (3.1)

Using the equations of motion (2.7) the state-equations

for each subsystem can be expressed as follows:

where

si = As. + A s + E a1, , i=1, 3 5
j=1j*i

Si = A1s1 + b1 u + A13_3 + E aQ i=2, 4 ,

j=1
j*J

(3.2)
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A,
Lrn,

, i=1,2,3,4,5

0

b. = LIi i=2 , 4

IT1 ]

=

[ 0 01

A. Kij I i
I
j=1

I
2

I I I I3 4 5 ij
L

r 1
E. = Lei] i=1,2,3,4,5

The A, b, A13, and E, are the system matrices of the

individual subsystems, the control input vectors, the

interconnection matrices, and the influence vectors of the

external disturbance respectively. The e,'s are obtained

from (2.4).

3.3 The Control Law

The beam has been modeled without internal damping.

However, in every physical system of this kind, there is

always a certain degree of internal damping present.

Therefore one should keep in mind that, although the open-

loop poles of the subsystems and the overall system model

are located on the imaginary axis, in a real system the

open-loop poles would be located in the open left half of

the complex plane, i.e., the system would be asymptotically

stable.
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An intuitive approach to increase the system's stability

against external disturbances is to introduce active damping

into the system by means of decentralized velocity-feedback

control, where forces are applied in the opposite direction

of the bridge motion. The controllers for the subsystems 2

and 4 are then given by:

ui(t) = {o fi] si , fi>0, i =2,4 (3.3)

The closed-loop equations of the overall system are

obtained by substituting (3.3) into (2.7) with the use of

the state variable definition (2.1):

where

and

142 + + Itsz = F 0 '

[0000ol
o e2 0 0 0

c o o o o o
o o o e4 o

Lo 0 0 0 oj

I. f.
ci = 1 , i=2,4 .

mL

The introduction of damping directly affects only the

subsystems 2 and 4. The uncontrolled subsystems are affected

indirectly through the interconnections. Stability of the

overall system depends on the characteristics of the

interconnections. The restoring forces of the model are

always directed toward the equilibrium positions of the

lumped masses. Therefore initially a stabilizing effect of
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the proposed control is expected. For large values of the

ci's, i.e., for large control forces, instability may occur

due to inertial effects.
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Figure 3.1: Generalized root locus

Figure 3.1 shows a generalized root locus plot of the

controlled system. There the velocity feedback gains is

plotted versus the real parts of the closed-loop eigen-

values. It is seen that at first damping increases in all

the modes for increasing feedback gain. The fact that

damping increases with different rates for each mode can be

explained in terms of the system parameters and the actuator

locations. First, the different cable lengths and angles for

subsystem 2 and 4 result in different influence constants

(12 and 14). Also the control forces have different effects

on the system modes in correspondence with the mode shapes.

1 The same velocity feedback gain was used for both controllers.
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The study of the generalized root locus shows, that the

decentralized velocity feedback control is capable of

introducing active damping into the system, thus making it

asymptotically stable. It also suggests that there exist

certain optimal feedback gains with respect to control

activity versus reduction of vibrations. These optimal gains

should be affected by the system parameters, the actuator

locations, and also the influence vector of the external

disturbance.

3.4 Proof of Stability (Outline)

The calculation of the closed-loop eigenvalues as shown

in Figure 3.1 proves that the proposed decentralized control

indeed stabilizes the system.

A theoretical proof of the system stability is a problem

which has been addressed by many researchers (16, 22-24).

Here the theory developed by Siljak (16), who established

the concept of 'connective stability' of a system that

consists of interconnected subsystems is used. Although the

proof is not performed here it can be used as an argument

for the success of the proposed control strategy.

The proof uses the Matrosov-Bellman concept of vector

Liapunov functions where a Liapunov function for each

individual subsystem is used as a component of a vector

function. This vector function then establishes stability of

the overall system. The result of the proof is a test matrix

W. The system is connectively stable if this matrix belongs

to the class of M-matrices (16) that possesses certain

properties.

In the so-called linear construction of a vector Liapunov

function for a linear system that has the interconnection
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characteristics of the beam model considered here (3.2) a

norm-like function defined as

V i S H S )1/ 2

is used, where Hi is a constant, symmetric, and positive

definite solution to the Liapunov equation associated with

the i-th subsystem, that is

ATHi + HiAi = Si ,

for a given Si which is also a constant, symmetric, and

positive definite matrix.

The elements of the test matrix W are obtained to be

wiz =

1 Xm(Si)
2 Xm(Hi)

X342(ATjAi

= j

, j

where km() and km() are, respectively, the minimum and

maximum eigenvalue of the corresponding matrix. The terms

ki1142(klAii) are bounds of the interconnections and the terms

km(Si)/km(Hi) are estimates of the stability of the isolated

subsystems. S'iljak remarks, that the larger the diagonal

elements w, and the smaller the off-diagonal elements wiz of

W, the better are the chances for W to be an M-matrix.

Since in the case of the beam system considered here all

the subsystems are asymptotically stable to begin with (the

beam actually possesses internal damping), it is always

possible to find the matrices Hi. One can then argue that

the use of decentralized velocity feedback on subsystems 2
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and 4 increases their degree of stability thus making the

diagonal elements w22 and w44 of W larger. This in turn

increases the chance of the overall system to be

connectively stable.

3.5 Controller Performance

In order to assess the performance of the proposed

controller a feedback gain of 0.6 is used for simulation

purposes. The generalized root locus in Figure 3.1 shows

that this introduces damping into all the system modes.

The simulated system response is shown in the following

plots. Figure 3.2 compares the uncontrolled and controlled

beam motion.

, ostwrAgt,b.:..740
- dill''SZ <.01".\d.h1.0ij JP 7.<444,1.,,,r/"'-'"",tiIgNOF

2 4 6 8 0

2 4 6 8 0

Time t 151

1
0.5

xn_

xJL

Figure 3.2: Uncontrolled and controlled beam motion
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The reduction of the beam vibration is apparent. In this

case the maximum amplitude of the beam motion is reduced by

approximately a factor of 7.

Figure 3.3: Midspan displacement/periodogram of controlled
beam structure

Figure 3.3 shows the midspan displacement of the

controlled beam structure together with the corresponding

periodogram. The first mode vibration of the structure has

been successfully reduced.

The control displacements are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Control displacements

The following simulations are intended as an initial

study of the sensitivity of the proposed control to

variations in the parameters and structure of the model.

There the value of m was increased by 10 percent and the

values of EI, E2A2, and E4A4 were decreased by 10 percent. To

reflect uncertainties in the interconnections of the system

the values of the elements of the flexibility matrix F were

randomly varied within 1 percent of their nominal value in

(2.1).
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Figure 3.5: Generalized root locus of perturbed model

Figure 3.5 shows the generalized root locus of the

perturbed model. The random variation of the flexibility

matrix is performed for each calculation in order to

visualize the regions in which the closed loop eigenvalues

are located. Some deterioration compared to Figure 3.1 is

visible, but the introduction of damping into all the modes

is still achieved.

Again a feedback gain of 0.6 is used to simulate the

response of the controlled beam. As shown in Figure 3.6 the

reduction of the beam vibration is still significant.
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Figure 3.6: Uncontrolled and controlled beam motion of
perturbed model

3.6 Optimal Control of Subsystems

In the previous section, the decentralized velocity

feedback gains have been chosen based on the study of the

systems closed loop eigenvalues. Here the theory of linear

optimal control is applied to the two controlled subsystems.

A methodology is suggested of how the structure of the

system can be incorporated into the design of the two

subsystem regulators by an appropriate choice of the

associated weighting matrices.

3.6.1 The Regulator Problem

The theory of design of linear quadratic regulators (LQG)

for linear time-invariant linear systems is well known and

can be found in many textbooks on control systems (e.g.,
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(25)). It is briefly stated here for the convenience of the

reader.

The optimal linear feedback control u for the linear

time-invariant system

= As + Bu

that minimizes the performance index

is given by

uTRu + sTQs ) dt
0

1.1* = -Gs = -R -1 BTPs , (3.4)

where P is the solution to the algebraic Ricatti equation

PA + ATP PBR 1BTP + Q = 0 . (3.5)

A and B are the system matrix and the input distribution

matrix. s and u are the system state and the control input.

The matrices R and Q are weighting matrices that penalize

the control activity and the system states. R is a symmetric

positive definite matrix and Q is a symmetric semi definite

matrix. G is the optimal control gain matrix.

The solution of the Ricatti equation (3.5) exists and the

closed-loop system is guaranteed to be asymptotically stable

under the following assumptions:

1) The pair (A,B) is stabilizable.
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2) The pair (A,D) is detectable, where D is any matrix

or vector such that DDT = Q.

3.6.2 Subsystem Controller Design

The results of the previous section are now applied to

the subsystems 2 and 4, ignoring the coupling with the other

subsystems. These are controllable second order systems

given by

F o 11 F 0 1
I

s + b = K*(i' + ui , i =2, 4-1 0] I I

mL LmLJ

Therefore the weighting matrices for the control R,=r_

(i=2,4) are scalars and the weighting matrices for the

states Q, (i=2,4) are 2 by 2 matrices.

The selection of the weighting matrices will influence

the resulting feedback control gains and the resulting

closed-loop performance of the system. The Qi's are

initially chosen to be

10
Qi = [01

1
1=2,4

The initial choice for the r,'s is

ri=l , i=2,4

The results for the subsystem feedback gains are (using

the parameters from Chapter 2):
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G2 = [0.0029 1.0000]

G4 = [0.0036 1.0000]

It is interesting to note, that the results are mostly

velocity feedback. If the Qi's are chosen to be

ro oi
.2,4 ,Qi LO 1 1

which is a possible choice, the resulting feedback gains

are:

G2 = [o

G4 = {0 11

The result is pure velocity feedback. Therefore the

decentralized velocity feedback can be interpreted as

optimal control of the subsystems minimizing some norm of

the subsystem velocity and the control.

The remaining weights can be used to consider the

structural differences between the two subsystems. For

instance, the control input coefficients 12 and 14 are

different, namely

14
= 1.3 ,

12

meaning that the same feedback gain has a greater impact on

subsystem 4 than on subsystem 2. By choosing

r4 =
I2)

14
2
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the feedback gain for subsystem 4 becomes

r0
1,1

[ 14

In this way the structural difference has been equalized.

The impact of the external disturbance and the form of

the mode shapes could be used for further weight variations.

More study is needed in this direction.

3.6.3 Global Optimal Control

In order to compare the decentralized result of the

previous section to a global control strategy it is now

assumed that all the system states are available for

feedback and the theory of Chapter 3.5.1 is applied to the

overall system

where

= As + Bu ,

S

=
Fu21

L.41

0
A = M -1K 0]



0 and I are,

12[000000H0
ML

B =

[000000 0 0
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0 0
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T

and the identity

)0
\ ML

matrix

matrix of appropriate dimension.

A similar performance index with

[1
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0
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1
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0
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1 0
0 1

is used to solve the associated algebraic Ricatti equation

to obtain the feedback gain matrix

63.18 -34.62 5.26 17.10 -0.08 1.38 0.13 -0.01 -0.031[-58.94
G =

40.16 -7.85 -46.49 58.79 -45.43 0.14 -0.01 -0.19 1.12 0.19 _I

which renders the closed loop system asymptotically stable.

Here position feedback clearly dominates velocity

feedback. It is also noted that the maximum gains are found

at the actuator locations.
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3.6.4 Comparison of Decentralized and Global Control

The following figures show the midspan displacements and

the control displacements of the decentrally controlled

system using the feedback gains

G2 = [o

121
G = [04

and the system controlled by the global feedback matrix G of

the previous section.

The decentralized control results in comparable reduction

of the midspan vibration and similar control displacements.

The actuator activity for the global control is more

evenly distributed between the two actuators compared to the

actuator activity of the decentralized control. This is a

possible drawback of the decentralized approach but can be

taken into consideration by the actuator specifications.

One also has to keep in mind that the slightly better

performance of the global approach comes to a price. Sensors

have to be installed at the locations of all the lumped

masses and the additional information has to be transmitted

to the controller.
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Figure 3.7: Midspan displacements of decentralized and
global control
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Figure 3.8: Control displacements of decentralized and
global control
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4. Discussion of Results

In this thesis it was shown that decentralized velocity

feedback is capable of significantly reducing the vertical

vibration of a two-cable-stayed beam structure under the

influence of an external excitation. The resulting

controllers are simple and easy to implement. No information

needs to be transmitted along the beam structure since the

sensors and actuators are collocated. The decentralized

controllers have been designed based on a finite-dimensional

lumped mass model of the beam structure. The control gains

were chosen based on a generalized root locus plot and also

as a result of applying optimal control to the decoupled

subsystems. The performance of the decentralized control

strategy was demonstrated by computer simulations. It was

also shown that changes in the system parameters have only a

minor effect on the system response. The decentralized

control compares well to a global optimal control strategy.

The results of this work can be applied in the active

control of cable-stayed bridges. There the linear properties

of the beam model that was studied here are not necessarily

valid. However, based on results of several researchers, the

linear dynamic analysis of cable-stayed bridges is generally

acceptable (26). Morris (27) also concludes that linear

analysis results in a suitable description of the dynamic

response of a cable-stayed bridge.

The effect of the stay cables as described by equation

(2.5) is only valid if the actuator displacements and the

vertical motion of the bridge deck are small compared to the

static cable elongation. Sag of the stay cables is also a

source of nonlinearities in the system. The problem of

vibration of the stay cables was also investigated. It was
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found in (28) that there is a significant effect of the stay

cable vibration on the dynamic response of the system.

Another important issue in the application of the

proposed active control is the performance of the actuators.

Their power, maximum displacement, and dynamics will limit

the control activity that is possible at any given time.

This limitation leads most likely to a deterioration of the

performance of the control system and has to be studied.

These

research

are only some of the opportunities for

in this field. In the future an active

further

control

system could become an integral part of cable-stayed bridges

that is incorporated in the design from the beginning.
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Frequency Equation for Euler-Bernoulli Beam

Here the derivation of the structural frequency equation

of the Euler-Bernoulli beam of Chapter 2.4 is performed. The

expressions for the natural frequencies and the mode shapes

directly follow from this derivation and are also repeated.

The free transverse vibration of an undamped Euler-

Bernoulli beam is governed by the partial differential

equation (20)

a417 a21'
EI

-a-T-c4
+ m ate = 0 (A.1)

The solution to this equation can be obtained by using

the technique of the separation of variables which assumes a

solution of the following form:

y(x, t) = 13(x) a(t) (A. 2 )

Substitution of (A.2) into (A.1) yields the following

general solution for pc) (20) :

where

13(x) = Dl sinh + D2 cosh ix + D3 sin tax + D4 cos rIX , (A. 3 )

11

U) (A.4)

The constants D, (i=1,2,3,4) are determined by the

boundary conditions of the beam. Here the beam is simply
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supported at the left end and fixed at the right end. This

defines the following boundary conditions:

y(0, t) = 0 , y#(0, t) = 0

y(L, t) = 0 , y'(L, t) = 0 (A. 5)

The boundary conditions at the left end of the beam can

be used to simplify equation (A.3) as follows:

y(0, t) = 0 = 13(0) = 0

13(0) = D2 + D4

yff(O, t) = 0 = r(0) = 0

13"(x) = i2(Di sinh ix + D2 cosh ix D3 sin ix D4 cos ilX)

13N(0) = 12(D2 D4)

Assuming there are no rigid body modes (i.e., modes with

a natural frequency of zero) this results in:

and

D2 = D4 = 0

1 3 ( x ) = D1 sinh ix + D3 sin ix (A . 6 )
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Next, the boundary conditions at the right end of the

beam are used to determine D1 and D3:

y(L, t) = 0 = 13(L) = 0

13(L) = D1 sinh TIL + D3 sin 111.,

y'(L, t) = 0 = (3'(L) = 0

13/(x) = 11(D1 cosh ix + D3 cos 1X)

iy(L) = i(Di cosh iL + D3 cos TEL)

or, in matrix form:

Lsinh
T1L sin TIL [D1 [01

11 Cosh TIL 11 cos Till D3 0 (A.7)

For a non-trivial solution of (A.7) The determinant of

the matrix has to be zero, i.e.,

sinh T1L 11 cos T1L sin TIL T1 cosh TIL = 0

Division by icoshiL yields the frequency equation for

the beam with the given boundary conditions:

sin 13L cos iL tank 13L = 0
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This equation has an infinite number of solutions The

natural frequencies follow from (A.4):

Al

Wi = (T 1L)
mL74 ,

i=1,2,...

Finally, the mode shape associated with each natural

frequency follows from equations (A.6) and (A.7). The

solutions of the frequency equation make the two equations

in (A.7) linearly dependent, so either one can be used. For

example substitution of the first equation into (A.6) yields

the following expression for the mode shapes:

sin ILL
13i(x) = Hil_sin sinh , i = 1,2,...

sinh

where the Hi's are arbitrary constants.




